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What do we learn, need how we need budget to make one website? Performing this project, I 

guessed the answer. At first, we should decide what I make a website. (Introduce to Seoul) And 

we should determine target, age group to look the website. (British 16-24 ages) 

This target may not only set own national people but also the whole world. Therefore, it is 

definitely made by English selected many country or correct language in their country to read 

viewer. And you should have knowledge to make a website. To know this knowledge is total 6 

steps. 

 

1. Funding Sources 

Funding sources, First step is the dictionary definition of funding or not to make up a sentence to 

understand myself, I know purpose and what there are in funding. Funding includes incomes and 

expenditures. Income is money got by me. I could learn some ways to get money. This ways 

include right ways as well as wrong ways. Expenditure is spending money by me. I know what 

product I buy. And you do not overlooking are contingency plans. 

 

2. Time management 

Time management, second step is how we spend time efficiently. Example, solutions about 



spending spend time to work efficiently are written in time management when you work. Also, 

there are what is time management, why time management is important and even bad situation 

to happen when you fail. 

 

3. Personnel/Contributors 

I could know contributors’ range, what is contributors and etc. contributors include a person to 

donate own talent except a person to donate money. Personnel refer to a person to work. I 

employ people can cover up my vulnerable points if I have weakness. We should know ourselves 

well because of to know what people. So, you need SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis has total 4 

parts, Strength/weakness/opportunity/threaten. In this category have images to help 

understanding with detail explanations about SWOT analysis. 

 

4. Facilities/Location 

Facilities are closely connected with our life. School is space where student study in also 

appertain to facilities. We can know who and why is made. Location is wide place is there isn’t in 

any building, but like a park. 

 

5. Materials-Graphics 

Material can only exist asset and resources. It is material is necessary substances when you work 

something. Material may be object seen or licenser and software. We must be permitted by 

copyrighter when I use everything isn’t my copyright. You should write down Artist Release Form 

to be permitted. 



6. Legal constraints and ethical guidelines 

This category has legal and ethical things. We can know about copyright why and who release 

form need. First, there is law. If you infringe legislation written like copyright, you’ll punish and 

spend a huge sum of money. And company’s employer has duty to protect employee like health & 

safety. I examined ‘British PIGE rating system’ and ‘Korean game age – graded’. Second there is a 

regulation regulations is similar to rule. If you don’t keep regulations, you don’t punish like law, 

first but you have to keep ethically. Example, regulations are similar to rules in my classroom. 

Third, there is standard. Standard is general or average thing. This is also alike regulations. If you 

break it, you will not punish 


